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Abstract 
We study random algorithms arising in multiple access communication problems. We prove asymptotic stability and 
normality. Numerical analysis of the performance of the algorithms is provided. The general convergence theorems in the 
paper are based on contraction properties of suitably chosen (ideal) metrics. The approach allows us to prove asymptotic 
normality under very weak conditions, superseding the results of other authors. Stable and multivariate extensions seem 
to be analysed for the first time in the literature. Our numerical results show that the CapetanakissTsybakovvMikhailov 
(CTM) algorithm and the trinomial algorithm have a similar asymptotic behaviour. For a small number of users there are 
some differences concerning the quality of the normal approximation. 
Keywords: Multi-access protocols; Probability metrics; Stable distributions 
1. Introduction 
The “tree splitting protocols”, of which Capetanakis-Tsybakov-Mikhailov (CTM) protocol is 
the most elegant example, have been the subject of intensive study in recent years (see [l-S]). They 
provide solutions to the multiple-access problem in which a large (actually, infinite) population of 
users share a single communication channel. Throughput of this protocol is close to 0.36 of slotted 
Aloha, and the CTM protocol, unlike slotted Aloha, is inherently stable. The “tree splitting 
protocols” pose some interesting mathematical problems, and have been the subject of intensive 
study in recent years [l-8]. 
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We now briefly review the definition of the CTM protocol, see also [3]. Time is divided into slots 
of equal duration. During each slot, one of the following events occurs: 
(1) The slot is wasted because no one transmits. 
(2) Exactly one user transmits a message, in which case the message is successfully received. 
(3) The slot is wasted because two or more users transmit, interfering with each other. This is 
called a collision. 
At the end of each slot, every user knows which of these three events occurred (this is sometimes 
called “trinary feedback”). 
When a collision occurs, all users involved (those which transmitted during the slot) divide 
themselves into two groups on a random basis. Each user performs the equivalent of an indepen- 
dent coin toss in order to make its decision; p is the probability that a user selects the first group. 
Users in the first group retransmit their messages during the slot following the one in which the 
collision occurred; users in the second group defer their retransmissions until all users in the first 
group have successfully transmitted their messages. If one of these groups contains more than one 
user, another collision will occur, in which case this group divides in the same way. Collisions are 
resolved on a LCFS basis, i.e. the most recent collision is resolved before any prior collisions. 
Assume that new messages are generated according to a Poisson process with aggregate rate II. 
Actually, users who have transmitted a message which collided do not generate any new messages 
until their message has been transmitted; however, since only a finite number of users are involved 
in any collision, the rate 1 remains constant when the total user population is infinite. 
Let L, be the number of slots required for resolution of a collision between y1 users. L, includes 
the slot in which the initial collision occurred, plus the times for the two groups of users to transmit 
their messages. It is easily seen that 
L, L 1 + Lln+x + L-[.+Y, n 2 2, (1.1) 
with initial conditions L,, = L 1 = 1, where I, L Bi(n,p) is the number of users who retransmit 
immediately, X is the number of new arrivals in the collision slot, and Y is th; number of new 
arrivals during the slot in which the referred retransmissions occur. L, = E,, and X, Y, 
(LJ,>l&),.O are assumed to be mutually independent. For practical systems, the total number 
of users sharing a multiple-access channel might conceivably be as large as lo3 or lo4 but 
the number IZ of users involved in any collision would be at most a small fraction of this. In 
[S] we showed asymptotic normality of the law of LN without the specific assumptions on the 
distribution type of I,, X and Y mentioned above. Our main result in that paper is the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1 (Feldman et al. [S], asymptotic normality for the law of L,). Suppose that for some 
r E (2,3] the following conditions hold: 
(a) EXrj2 + EY’12 < a3 and I,/n Ap E (0,l); 
(b) of = (Var L,)/n -+ 02; and 
(c) s~p,E1<~l’ < cc for some r E (2,3], where 5, = (L, - EL,)/n. 
Then 5,; [,, - N(0, c2). 
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Regnier and Jacquet [14] showed that (a)-(c) hold for I, L Bi(n,p) if 
logp/log(l - p) is irrational (1.2) 
and X = Y = 0. More generally (see [6,7]) one can allow X z Y A Pois(R)). 
To avoid the unpleasant condition (1.2) we study the limiting behaviour of the self-normalized 
sequence L,, namely we shall prove the asymptotic normality of Y, = (L, - EL,)/Jm, 
assuming only that the variance of L, is regularly varying of order 1, see further Theorem 3. 
Furthermore, we prove a stable limiting result for the case of general normalization 
Y, = (L, - {,)/A,, see Theorem 2, Section 2. In Section 3 we study asymptotic normality of the 
following multinomial version of (1.1): Lo = L1 = 1, 
-&I z 1 + ; &,+x,, n 2 2, (1.3) 
i=l 
where, in particular, (I,,, , . . . , Zn,M) can be multinomially distributed with parameters II, pl, . . , PM. 
In Section 4 we provide a numerical analysis of the above algorithms. We compare in particular 
the behaviour of the CTM algorithm and the trinomial algorithm. It turns out that both algorithms 
have nearly the same means and standard deviations. Concerning the normal approximation the 
trinomial algorithm is not good for a small number of users N but overperforms the binomial 
algorithm for large N as can be seen by the behaviour of the skewness and the Kol- 
mogorov-Smirnov statistic. 
2. Stable limit theorem for random recursions 
Consider the recursion 
L, 2 1 + L,.+x + L--I.+y, 
where I, is an r.v. taking values [0, 1, . . . , n], X and Y are integer-valued nonnegative r.v.‘s, and all 
r.v.‘s X, Y,(L,),(I,) are assumed independent; finally L”, is an independent copy of L,. The 
objective is to determine a minimal set of conditions leading to a stable limit for the properly 
normalized version of L,: 
Here 8, E [w, 1, > 0 and Zi,. is a symmetric a-stable r.v. with ch.f. 
E exp {it Z,,,} = exp { - (At)“}, 
with the scaling factor (or dispersion parameter) A > 0, and with index of stability CI E (0,2]. 
Mimicking the conditions in the normal case (CI = 2) (see [S]) we assume the following: 
(A. 1) (Tail and normalizing conditions) 
For some r = s + l/i, i 3 1, 0 < s, s E IV,,, 
E(Yi - Zj,,,) = o, j = l,... ,s, 
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and 
where tcr is the rth-diflerence pseudomoment 
~(x,yv) = s Iw I4-‘I&(x) - Mx)I dx. 
(A.2) (Conditions on the variability of Y,,) 
The sequence (II:) is RV (R) (regularly varying of order R) for some R > a/r, that is, (1:) has the form 
1: = nRG(n), where G(tn)/G(n) + lfor all t > 0 as n --+ co. We also assume: G is nondecreasing, or, 
0 < c < G < C < 00 ; i.e. G is bounded away from zero and infinity. 
(A.3) (Normalizing conditions preventing the escaping of the mass of the law of Y,) 
1,/n c p for some 0 < p < 1, and EXrR’” + EYrRi” < co. 
Remark. In the normal case (A.l) and (A.2) have obvious analogues; in fact, in this case, set 
Y, = (J%l - [,)l (T,,, where 8, = EL,, and a: = Var L,, and let 2 be a standard normal distributed 
r.v. Then (A.l) is equivalent to 
(A.1”) supn EJ Y,l’ < 00. 
On the other hand, condition (A.2) with R = 1 means that 
(A.2*) (0% E RI’(l), 
and G is nondecreasing or bounded above and below, which is, indeed, a basic assumption 
in the CLT. Note that c( = 2 in this case and so r = 2 + l/j satisfies rR > a. Assumption (A.3) has 
been used already in [S], and seems to be the weakest one known in the literature (cf. [6-8,141). 
In the stable case a < 2 we need an additional assumption on the regularity of the means e,. 
Define 
C,(k,m,m):= ;1,‘(1 + &+m + en-,+, - &), 
c”:= C,(Z&I, x, Y). 
(A.4) (Regular variation of the mean) 
C, -% 0 (convergence in probability). 
Theorem 2. Under (A.l)-(A.4) 
with 1 = (p” + (1 - p)“)““. 
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Proof. From the recursion 
Ll A 1 + &+x + L-,,+I5 
we get for Y, = (L, - /,)/A, the equation: 
with C,(k,m,&) = A;r(l + ek+,,, + &k+in - L’,). Define T,,, Z, independent versions of a symmet- 
ric a-stable law with dispersion parameter A. = (p” + (1 - P)~)’ Ia, i.e. the ch.f. of Z, has the form 
fz,(t) = exp { - (At)‘}, 0 < a G 2, 
and let 
1 
z,* dyZ,“+X + A- ~Zn-,.+r + C,(l,,X, Y). 
n 3 VI 
Claim 1 (Closeness of Z,* and Y, with respect to an ideal metric ,u~). Let p,(X, Y) 
= sup {W-(x) -f(Y))1 :f con inuous and bounded having CU. an sth derivative and /( j’@) (I1 < 1 }, r 
r = s + l/F, p” E [l, co), l/j? + l/G = 1. Let a, = pr(Z,, Y,) and suppose that a:= sup,a, < co. 
Then 
lip sup pJZ,*, Y,) < u [ fR’r + (1 - p)rR’q 
Proof. pr is subadditive with respect to mixtures and ideal of order r; this amounts to 
p#.(Z,*, Y,) < c P(Z, = k, x = m, Y = IFi) 
k,m,fi 
k+m + 
An-kf,i, - 
-Zn-k+riz + cn(k~,fi), 
&I 
< C P(Z, = k, X = m, Y = &) a 
k,m,rit 
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By assumption, the sequence of dispersion parameters {At> is R-regularly varying; implying that 
for n-, co, 
Consequently, limsup,pJZ,*, Y,) < u[prRIa + (1 - p)‘R’“]. 0 
Claim 2. The Jiniteness in Claim 1, a < 00, holds. 
Proof. Recall that ifs < r < s + 1 and E(Xj - Yj) = 0, for-j = 1, . . . ,s then ,u,(X, Y ) < c*~c,.(X, Y), 
see [9], [ 11, Section 14.21. We apply now the assumption that sup,, K,( Y,,, Z,) < co completing the 
proof of the claim. 0 
Claim 3 (Asymptotic stability of Zz). As y1+ co, b, = pL,,(Z,,Z,*) -+ 0,for s < r' < r. 
Proof. Let Z0 be a standard symmetric a-stable distributed r.v. independent of all r.v.‘s around. 
Then, by the independence of Z,, I,,, X and Y, we obtain 
d = 
From the regularity assumption on (A:),, a I we obtain, as n + cc, 
~~:=(ii)l+(I.~~,)‘p_pR+(l_P)R=jr. 
Recall that by Claim 1, lim sup,pV(Z,*, Y,) < 00 and by assumption (A.l) pV( Y,,,Z,) < 
CK,( Y,, Z,) < co. This implies that lim sup, ,QZ,*, Z,) = lim sup,, ,u&~,,Z~ + C,, IZO) < co, and, 
therefore, also for s < Y’ < r, limsup, IC,.,(~,Z~ + C,,ilZO) < co. Since q,,L ,I, and C,L 0, we 
obtain q,, Z0 + C,+ RZ,, . Therefore, for any N > 0, with Xn:= rnZo + C,, X:= JZO, it holds for 
n > no, E > 0: 
+ I-’ s 1x1’ 1x1 > N ‘-’ IF,&) - Fx(x)l dx 
< 2. r’N” sup I F,“(X) - F,(x)1 
x 
+ * ImK,(X,,X) + E). ;I (1’ 
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This implies that 
tc,,(X,,X)+O as n-co, 
completing the proof of the claim. 0 
Claim 4. (Merging of the laws of Zn’s and m’s). As yt + co, a, = p+(Z,, Y,) + 0, a/R < r’ < r. 
Proof. Let a = lim supnan, and set no such that a, d 5 + E for II 2 ~1~. Define I,, = 
{?&no + 1, . . ..?t - no - l} and I,, to be the complement of I,, in (0, . . . , n}, then 
a” G /&,(Z,*, Y,) + b, 
< c P(I, = k)2aE 
kEi., 
[(“;X)-+(,-;+ Y)+R’J 
+ 1 P(I, = k)(a + E)E 
kc1.o 
[(k+nX~R’a+(n-kn+Y~R/“]+h.. 
By Claim 2, a = sup,a,, < co, and thus 
ti < O.~PE(X”~‘” + Y*‘R’a) + (a + ~)(p*‘~‘~ + (1 - p)*‘“‘“) + 0. 
Now we choose that r’ such that r’R/a > 1 and obtain for E + 0, 
a < ,-(p”R’* + (1 - p)“R’“). 
Consequently, a = 0 as desired. 0 
Claim 4, in fact, completes the proof of the theorem, as P~,(Z,, Y) + 0, and pL,,-convergence 
implies weak convergence (see [9], [ 11, p. 303)). 0 
In the normal case the assumptions simplify essentially. No assumptions on the regularity of the 
variation of the mean are needed. 
Theorem 3 (The normal case). Under (A.l*), (A.2*) and (A.3) with r = 2 + l/F, 
Lll - 8, Y, = ~ 
Gil 
AZ - N(0, 1). 
Proof. For the proof we obtain as in the proof of Claims 1 and 2 of Theorem 1, that 
lim supn p,.(Z,*, Y,,) < cc. Consequently, lim sup” ,u~ (Z,*, Z,) < cc. As r = 2 + l/p” > 2 the 
boundedness of pr implies E((q,Zo + C,J2 - (AZ,)“) = 0. Since q,, 2 J., we have that EC: + 0; 
consequently, x,.(Z,*, Z,) converges to zero as n tends to infinity, completing the proof of Claim 3. 
As consequence we obtain a, = p*( Y,, Z,) + 0 as in the proof of Claim 4 of Theorem 2. 0 
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3. Multivariate analogues of CTM protocols 
The main result in this section is motivated by the following multivariate extension of the CTM 
protocol-a solution to the classical multiple-access problem, in which a large population of users 
share a single communication channel. 
Recall that in the definition of the CTM protocol, see [3,5], the time is divided into slots of equal 
duration. During each slot, one of the following events occurs: 
(1) The slot is wasted because no one transmits. 
(2) Exactly one user transmits a message, in which case the message is successfully received. 
(3) The slot is wasted because two or more users transmit, interfering with each other. This is 
called a collision. 
In this section we consider the following algorithm: when a collision occurs, all users involved 
divide themselves into M groups. If there are y1 users transmitting during the slot, they are divided 
into M groups according to the multinomial distribution with parameters (n; pl, . . . , pM). Users in 
the first group retransmit their messages during the slot following the one in which the collision 
occurred; users in the kth group (1 < k < M) defer their retransmissions until all users in the 
(k - 1)th group have successfully transmitted their messages. If one of these groups contains more 
than one user, another collision will occur, in which case this group divides in the same multi- 
nomial way. Assume that X1 is the number of new arrivals (messages) in the collision slot, and Xk, 
1 < k < M, is the number of new arrivals during the slot in which the kth deferred retransmissions 
occur. (The usual assumption is that Xk is Poissonian distributed with parameter A, which is 
independent of k.) 
Let L, be the number of slots required for resolution of a collision between n users. L, includes 
the slot in which the initial collision occurred, plus the time for the M-groups of users to transmit 
their messages. Then the law of L, satisfies the following recursion: 
L, L 1 + ; Ljf;.,, n 2 2, 
i=l 
(3.1) 
with initial conditions Lo = L 1 = 1, where I,, 1, . . . , I,,M are the numbers of users in each group 
after being divided due to a collision; I,:= (In, 1, . . . , I,,M) 5 M(n; pl, . . . , pM), 0 < pi < 1, and 
(L”‘)i > 1 are independent copies of L,. The case M = 2 is, indeed, the classical CTM protocol. 
Fhe’next theorem examines asymptotic normality of L, without the speci$c assumptions on the 
type of I, and (X,), provided that the variance of L, is l-regularly varying. 
Theorem 4. Suppose that the following assumptions hold: 
(4 1, = (I,,, , . . . , I,,M) is a vector of integer valued r.v.‘s not exceeding n and I,, i/n 2 pi E (0, l), 
(b) For some r > 2, sup,El Y,,I’ < co, where Y, = (L, - tn)/o,,, & = EL,,, c,” 
moreover, (o,Z),, 1 E RI/(l), i.e. ~7,’ = n G(n), where G is a slowly varying function; 
assume that G is nondecreasing, or 0 < c < G < C < 00 ; 
(c) EX;” < 00 for all 1 < i d M. 
Then Y,, A Y, - N(0, 1). 
= VarL,, and, 
we additionally 
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Proof. The main idea of the proof is similar to that in Theorem 2-we use the contraction of certain 
ideal metrics-so we only sketch the proof. From (3.1) with X = (X1,. . . ,X,), 
Mcr 
xl= c y Fn,L+,i + cit(‘!37x), 
i=l n 
whereC,(k,m)=o,‘(l+C~M=,~,+m,-t)n),k=(kl ,..., kM),F=(ml ,..., mM).LetZi-N(O,l)be 
independent of all r.v.‘s around, and form 
MrT z,*= c y z,.,,+x* + C”(I,, X). 
i=l n 
Set a, = p,(Z,, Y,,) as in Theorem 2. Then a = supn < cc as the first moments of Y, and Z, agree 
and because of the assumption sup,, El Y,,l’ < cc. Next comparing the laws of Y, and Z,* we get the 
following bound: 
Pr(Z,*, r,) G 1 PU” = k,X = m) 
k,m _ _ 
Making use of (a) and (b), we bound the limit lim sup,, ,D~(Z,*, Y,,) < a( 1 E i ~1’~) < a < cc , and, in 
particular, Z,* has mean 0 and variance 1. So, we can estimate the pr-distance between the laws of 
Z,* and Z, (E(Z,*)j = EZ’,, j = 1,2): 
h:= Pr(-z,Zn) = PL,(Z,Zl) 
= Pr( (ifl %)I” No + C,(I.,X),Z,). 
Applying the regularity condition on the variance of L,, we get 
rn:= ( i~l!+)“2_ 1, 
and, consequently, the equality 1 = E(Z,*)2 = Ey1: + ECi(Z,, X) amounts to C,(I,, X) + 0, as 
n + co. This results in b, + 0. In the final step, a, = p,.(Y,,Z,) < ,u,.(Y,, Z,*) + b,, and similar to 
Claim 4 in Theorem 2, we get as consequence 
a:= lim sup,a, < ti(p’j2 + (1 - P)‘/~. 
Since p’12 + (1 - P)“~ < 1, ti = 0, completing the proof of the theorem. 0 
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4. Numerical results 
Corollary 1 shows in particular that 
L, L 1 + LIn + z,-1” 
is asymptotically normal. In this section we compare the behaviour of the CTM algorithm and the 
trinomial algorithm concerning the mean, the standard deviation and the normal approximation. 
Recall from [S] that in the binomial case I, = g(n,+) we have for the CTM algorithm 
t,, = EL,, = 
1 
n 
1 - p” - q” 
1 + (p” + q”)& + i 
0 k=l k 
pk@-k(ek + 4-k) 1 
with 
4=1-p, e()=e,=1 
and 
s =EL2= 
1 
n n 1 - p” -4” 
[(p” + q”) [l + s&o + 24 + 24&J] 
[l + Sk + s,-k + 2t, + Ten-, + 2&-k], n > 2. 
For a table of &, cf = Var L, = s, - 8,’ and the normal approximation in this case (cf. [S]). 
The numerical results next deal with the special case of (3.1) in the trinomial case with Xi = 0, 
1, L M(fl; Pl>P2?P3h 
L, : 1 + Ljl’ + Ly’ + L’3’ n. 1 n, 2 I n.3 . (4.1) 
From (4.1) we readily obtain the following deterministic recursions: 
(i) Recursion for the mean t, = EL,: 
e” = 
1 
1 + P1 + P”z + P); 
Cl + (Pi + P”z + P”3Wo 
+ O,k;.-, k,!k;!k3! 
ibkiPk5 @kl + ek, f [,,)I. 
k,+k,+k,=n 
(ii) Recursionfor s, = EL:; so = s1 = 1: 
1 
s, = 
1 - P1 - Pnz - Pn3 
{ (1 + 2% + 24 + 4eo + 4?!xl + 2t;) (pi + p; + p;) 
+ ,,k;“_, k,!ki!k,! p”11pk2’pk3’ 
k,tk,tk,=n 
x t1 + Sk, + Sk2 + Sk, + 2/k, + 2’$k, + 2ek, + 2/k,tk,, + 24/k, + 2{k24)}s 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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We show &,, a,2 = s, - e,” and G(n) = &f/n in Figs. 1-3. We compare with the binomial case and 
see that both algorithms behave in nearly the same way. 
(iii) Recursion for m, = EL:: 
1 
m, = 
1 - P; - Pn2 - Pn3 
((1 + 3s, + 6s0 + 38, + 6& + 12&, + 68,” 
+ 6e,s, + 6&s, + 6&c, + Se,&?) (~7 + p; + p;) + A$,}, (4.4) 
where 
M,:= ,,k;*-l kI!k:l!k,! P:P”;p”; x{1 fmk, +mk,+mk, 
k,+k2+k3=n 
+ 3sk, + 3sk, + 3sk3 + 3{1 + 3& + 3& + 6&& + 6&/k, + 6tkik,tjk, 
+ 3’&sk, + 3fk,sk3 + 3ek2skl + 31k2sk, + 3tk,sk, + 3tkk,sk, + 6&&k,~kk,}. 
B 100000 
0 
6 10000 s 
P 1000 
a, 
5 100 
if II 10 
z 
5 1 I I 
1 IO 100 1000 10000 
N= # who collide 
Fig. 1. Comparison of the mean eN. 
1 10 100 1000 10000 
N= # of Users Who Collide 
Fig 2. Comparison of the standard deviations gN. 
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1 
1 -c-m cl --- lRI 
04 
1 10 loo 
M= Number of Users Who CoINdo 
, 
1ooo 
Fig 3. Standard deviations/J% 
(iv) Recursion for fn = EL:: 
fn = 
1 
1 - P; - P; - Pn3 
HP; + Pi + Pn3) 
x (1 + 4m, + 8mo + 6s, + 12~ + 4/, + St0 + 24& + 128; 
+ 24&q, + 24&s, + 24&,s0 + 8&n0 + 8&m, + 8&m,, 
+ 24&?j + 12s,s0 + 6s; + 12sJ; + 24&,s&) + F,}, 
where 
(4.5) 
F,:= O<k;n_l k,!k:!!k,! P:lPk;Pk3” x 11 +fk, ffk, +fk, 
k,:k;;k,=n 
+ 4mkl +4mk2 + 4mk3 + 6sk, + 6sk, + 6Sk3 + @k, + 4/k, + 48,, 
+ 12h’,,e,, + 12ek,ek, + 12tk2’k,ek3 + 128k,sk, +  12tklsk3 + 12ekISk3 + 12&sk, 
+ 12’k;(3skl + 12ek3skz + 4tk,mk2 f 4t$k,mk3 + &k,mk, + 4tk2mk3 
+ 48k3mkl + 4ek3mk, + 24ek,tk2ek3 + 6Sk,Sk, + 6Sk,Sk, + 6skzsk, 
+ 12sk,tk,ek, + i%k,sk,tk, + i%k,8kkzsk3}. 
(v) Formula for E Y,,, Y, = (L, - e,)/ o,,: 
EY;f = 014(fn + 4e,2s, - 4tnmm, + 2e,2s, - 3e:). (4.6) 
Both algorithms have nearly the same approximatively linear behaviour of the mean and 
standard deviations. Calculations are based on formulas (4.2) and (4.3). 
Fig. 3 empirically indicates the slowly varying character of G(n) = Gz/n. 
Fig. 4 gives the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic D = sup, IF,(x) - IV@, a2)(x)l with F, the 
sample distribution function and N(,&g2) the normal approximation with estimated mean and 
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I 
100 1000 10000 
N= #who collide 
Fig. 4. The normal fit. 
N= #who collide 
0.01 1 
Fig 5. Skewness. 
variance. The sample size for any number N of users is 5000 (i.e. we compute for each N LN 5000 
times and consider the sample df.). The critical values are 
1 - c( 1 0.850 0.9 0.950 0.990 
Jsooo. C,_, 1 0.775 0.819 0.895 1.035’ 
The fit of the trinomial algorithm is not good for 
for large N. This is also indicated by the skewness 
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